Purpose:

To hold harmless all students who complete legacy Connecticut community college degree or certificate requirements but, due to credit discrepancies solely created through the curriculum alignment process, are missing one or more credits to graduate from an equivalent CT State Community College (“CT State”) degree or certificate program.

Conditions:

For any student who CT State has determined meets all requirements of a legacy Connecticut community college degree or certificate program, but does not meet the minimum CT State credit threshold required for the equivalent aligned degree or certificate, the following criteria must be met prior to the awarding of the credential:

- The student was previously enrolled in an equivalent degree or certificate program at a legacy Connecticut community college
- The student meets the minimum number of credits required for graduation from the legacy degree or certificate program
- The student has met the required outcomes of the legacy degree or certificate program
- The minimum number of credits completed equals 60 credits or more
- The student has met all other CT State Community College requirements for graduation

(Form and procedure for variances will follow in Fall 2023)